Masjid Bilal of Cleveland's mission is to promote faith, community, and family life, following the
clear dictates of the Holy Al-Qur'an and the Tradition of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)*. Masjid Bilal
of Cleveland is a strong supporter of Imam W. Deen Mohammad's ministry.
We believe in the Oneness of God and the oneness of humanity. We are committed to promoting
excellence in human dignity throughout our community. We support the purity of the constitution of
the United States of America and the laws of the State of Ohio.
*Peace Be Upon Him
As-Salaam Alaikum,
Please join us at noon for our weekly Friday Islamic Presentation conducted by an Imam of Masjid
Bilal of Cleveland.

To access our audio conference call,
Please call 408-418-9388.
When asked, type in the access code listed in our weekly email or on our website,
http://masjidbilalofcleveland.org .
When requested, type in pin 7401# on your phone pad.
We will place you on the conference call at that time.
We will continue to have a video feed. Please click on the link listed in our weekly email or
on our website.
When asked, please put in the access code listed in our weekly email or on our website.
When asked, put in the password 7401#.
We will place you on the video presentation at that time.
Please join us at noon for our weekly Sunday Taleem Presentation conducted by an Imam
of Masjid Bilal of Cleveland.
To access the conference call,
Please call 408-418-9388.
When asked, type in the access code listed in our weekly email or on our website.
When asked to put in a PIN, the number is 7401#.
To access our video feed, please click on the link listed in our weekly email or on our
website.
When asked, please put in the access code listed in our weekly email or on our website.
When asked, put in the password 7401#.
If you have any questions or comments, please send a message to our Facebook page, Masjid
Bilal of Cleveland or send us an email at masjidbilalofcleveland@gmail.com or call 216-391-8899.
Thank you and As-Salaam Alaikum.

WEEKLY SCHEDULE
Friday – Noon
Friday Islamic Presentation by way of Cisco WebEx
Sunday – Noon
Sunday Taleem Presentation by way of Cisco WebEx
February Imam Speaking Schedule
Imam Ivan Nassar February 5 and February 7
Imam Shafeeq Sabir February 12 and February 14
Imam Ahmed Saeed February 19 and February 21
Imam Ivan Nassar February 26 and February 28
Our masjid will have Weekly Virtual African American History Programs every Friday in
February, starting at 7 pm. Please see our flyer in this newsletter for program details. To
access these programs,
 Please call 408-418-9388
 When asked, type in access code 132 074 5787# on your phone keypad
 When requested, type in pin 7401# on your phone pad
 We will place you on the conference call at that time.
To access the video feed
Please click on this link,
https://masjidbilalofcleveland.my.webex.com/masjidbilalofcleveland.my/j.php?MTID=m7e8
21c30c34b3f8bfb4a64dabf164542 or copy and paste this link into your browser address field
and press the enter button on your keyboard.
When asked, the access code is 132 074 5787
When asked, the pin is 7401
We will place you on the video presentation at that time.
The Muslim Women's Association of Masjid Bilal of Cleveland's monthly virtual meeting is
Sunday, February 14, 2021, right after our Sunday Taleem presentation. They will send out
details in the coming days.
The Dawah (Invitation) Committee of Masjid Bilal of Cleveland will have its monthly Free
Meals on Wheels Hot Meal Delivery Service to members and supporters in need on Saturday,
February 27, 2021. Please see their flyer in this newsletter for more details.
WHAT DO NON-MUSLIMS SAY ABOUT THE QURAN, ISLAM,
AND PROPHET MUHAMMAD (PBUH)
"A hadith from the Prophet Muhammad instructs, 'Whomever among you sees a wrong let
him change it with his hand,'" Biden quoted. "' If he is not able, then with his tongue. If he is
not able, then with his heart.'" "One of the things I think is important, I wish we taught more in
our schools about the Islamic faith." President Joe Biden, July 21, 2020

February 2021 Prayer Schedule
Date

Day

Fajr

Sunrise

Dhuhr

Asr

Maghrib

Isha

1

Mon

6:19

7:38

12:40

3:21

5:43

7:02

2

Tue

6:18

7:37

12:40

3:22

5:44

7:03

3

Wed

6:18

7:36

12:41

3:23

5:46

7:04

4

Thu

6:17

7:35

12:41

3:24

5:47

7:05

5

Fri

6:16

7:34

12:41

3:25

5:48

7:06

6

Sat

6:15

7:33

12:41

3:26

5:49

7:07

7

Sun

6:14

7:31

12:41

3:27

5:51

7:09

8

Mon

6:13

7:30

12:41

3:28

5:52

7:10

9

Tue

6:12

7:29

12:41

3:29

5:53

7:11

10

Wed

6:10

7:28

12:41

3:30

5:55

7:12

11

Thu

6:09

7:27

12:41

3:31

5:56

7:13

12

Fri

6:08

7:25

12:41

3:32

5:57

7:14

13

Sat

6:07

7:24

12:41

3:33

5:58

7:15

14

Sun

6:06

7:23

12:41

3:34

6:00

7:16

15

Mon

6:05

7:21

12:41

3:35

6:01

7:18

16

Tue

6:03

7:20

12:41

3:36

6:02

7:19

17

Wed

6:02

7:19

12:41

3:37

6:03

7:20

18

Thu

6:01

7:17

12:41

3:37

6:04

7:21

19

Fri

5:59

7:16

12:40

3:38

6:06

7:22

20

Sat

5:58

7:14

12:40

3:39

6:07

7:23

21

Sun

5:57

7:13

12:40

3:40

6:08

7:24

22

Mon

5:55

7:11

12:40

3:41

6:09

7:26

23

Tue

5:54

7:10

12:40

3:42

6:11

7:27

24

Wed

5:52

7:09

12:40

3:43

6:12

7:28

25

Thu

5:51

7:07

12:40

3:44

6:13

7:29

26

Fri

5:50

7:05

12:39

3:44

6:14

7:30

27

Sat

5:48

7:04

12:39

3:45

6:15

7:31

28

Sun

5:47

7:02

12:39

3:46

6:16

7:32

February 1, 2021
As-Salaamu Alaykum,
We are currently facing a lot of building repairs and maintenance problems.
Since we have been closed due to the virus, we have not been able to have
fundraisers like we normally have to help offset many of the expenses
associated with the repairs. The following repairs are needed:
1) Replacement of rooftop ventilation system (air ducts)
2) The three A/C-Heating units on the roof need to be re-positioned, or their
weight will cause roof leaks.
3) The brick facade (the building's brick face) is crumbling in many places, and
bricks have fallen from the building walls.
4) Each of the three outside staircases needs significant work along with the
handrails.
We currently have $34,550 in our building fund account to go towards the
repairs which we want to get started this coming spring inshallah. All pledge
amounts and donations to the building fund are greatly needed.
We encourage you to take time out to donate to Masjid Bilal of Cleveland. You
can make a secure donation on our website by going to
MasjidBilalofCleveland.org and clicking on the donate button. You may also
mail your donation to Masjid Bilal of Cleveland, c/o Treasurer, 7401 Euclid
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44103. Or simply drop off a check or money order
into an envelope and place the envelope in the mail slot near the front doors.
As-Salaamu Alaykum,
Kariem Hasan, Secretary-Treasurer

With Allah’s Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer
03/05/2006 IWDM Study Library:
Everything that Exists has a Message for the Mind
By Imam W. Deen Mohammed
Speaker: I would like to say to you, would like to submit to the nation, the voice of the human
soul, today speaking from Homewood Illinois, Imam W. D. Mohammed. Takbir.
Participants: Allahu Akbar.
[Applause]
Imam W. Deen Mohammed: Praise be to Allah. Praise be to G-d that is. Thank you. Thank
you. Well, as always, we're very pleased to be here for this occasion, the radio broadcast on
the first Sunday of each month and we are happy, very happy, to see the many of you who
are here from various cities, towns around in these United States.
We're very pleased to see you always. And we thank G-d for our presence and we ask Him
to guide our mind and to guide our tongue so that we please what He has created us for,
the calling that He has extended to us, the creator of all things. I have to put my glasses on
here, I forgot to do that.
When we look at the world with the eyes of the struggling person, struggling with their life or
his or her life, struggling with life, we respond to what we're looking at. And most often, we're
looking at the world all around us, all about us of man made things.
And many times, man made things in the environments bring us happiness, joy, lifts our spirit.
But sometimes, man made things do just the reverse, make us feel depressed, make us feel
lonesome, especially those persons who have what I call a free spirit, a free spirit.
Persons who have a free spirit, not a free spirit for disobeying intelligence or a free spirit for
disobeying moral decency, have a free spirit for just exploring the world of wonderful things
and getting soul and spirit satisfaction. That's the free spirit I'm talking about.
From persons of that free spirit, the world can be, - the world of mankind of man can be very
depressing. Too cluttered, the spirit, free spirit, it flies high, it flies far, it needs space and
sometimes man's world is just too crowded, too cluttered, too confining for that spirit that Gd created the human being to have.
Another way of saying life is existence, existence. Existence covers not only the living things
now, it also covers non-living things. And existence itself, for human life, has what is needed
in it to bring human life to move and get on the path to its success. Just the life itself, the
existence itself has that.
But if that life is influenced by and attracted by things small and the intelligence hasn't been
turned on to things big, then the consequences will be that the life will be satisfied to live on
small things and grow small.
And life is conditioning. And when a fighter has to go in the ring, a boxer, like Muhammad
Ali, the greatest one who stepped into the ring, the greatest of all fighters who stepped into
the ring, that fighter has to condition himself. He conditioned himself to win. If he fails to
condition himself, he may lose and most likely he will lose, if he fails to condition himself.

Everything has to be conditioned. Everything that exists has to be conditioned. If it's not
conditioned, it will not last. And it takes effort to condition life for its success. And I mentioned
existence in itself, being enough to move life forward. What is that existence?
When you look at a rock and you don't see anything happening, it just seems to be
permanently fixed where it is, it shows no life, no growth, no movement. And then you think
about yourself. You should feel blessed that you are not a stone. Yes. And when you look at
those living things that attract our attention and impart sometimes great messages, holding
knowledge to our minds, the lion, the elephant, the other beautiful creatures roaming the
earth, attractive creatures roaming the earth.
But when you think on the smallest and the biggest, and then you think on yourself, you
should feel blessed, because you don't have to be deprived of freedom to enlarge upon
your existence, and to expand upon your existence, and to project your existence into
bigger and better pictures of life.
Whereas those things that are held in the mold of nature, of their behavior that's given to
them by nature and their freedom that's given to them by nature, they’re held in that mold.
And you are not. You are able to come from off your knees, not literally, off of your life of
being no higher and no more productive and no more free than the animals that are
walking on fours.
You're able to rise up from that position on the totem pole of life and come into the freedom
of your human form, come into the productivity of your human form. Come into the visions of
your human form. And out-stretch everything existing on the planet Earth.
This is a wonderful creation, the human creation. And that's what you need to turn life on for
you. So that no matter what you face, no matter what you're confronted with from the
natural world or man's world, it won't set you back, that is, not in your hope, not in your
dreams, not in your vision, not in your determination to achieve better.
I'm not giving you anything that is already given even before man is made. Life is hunger,
hunger drives life. Feeding hungers makes life grow bigger. The bigger the life, the bigger the
invitation to life, life invites bigger appetites. Life grows and hunger grows. On the ground, life
grows bigger and life multiplies, many varieties of life eventually are present to look at. The
ground grows to be beautiful and rich. Life on the move is working like a timepiece. To know
if a timepiece is working look to see if the timepiece is doing what it is known for doing.
The hands are going from big to little, from little to big, the timepiece is working. To know if
the human life is working look to see if life is doing what life is known for doing over the long
road of human history. The hands of life are going from big grown-ups to little children, from
those children growing up back to the old other grownups. The hands reaching out from the
present for the future, the timepiece is working, the grown-up stretching their hands out to
the children. Their children in return stretch their hand out to the grown-ups. Life is working.
The ground-floor spreads more to serve mouths, hungry mouths more than a meal for the
flesh. To serve what is needed for the whole of life. Life needs food life needs, a food source
and an address to call my spirit. Yes, life needs a clothing source, a housing source, a
promising job, a money source. Such as this, every form of life was formed to a forward.

Spreading sands, terrains bring hard times like the deserts of Africa and other places. Deserts
that once flourished but by natural causes, we say, they became deserts.
However, were the preceding generations kind, kind-hearted or kind natured? And were
moved toward the future to be attentive to future needs. They would have fed the land in
return, they would have fed the land that fed them. That is the ground from which they were
getting their food. They would have fed the land, given back to the land so there would be
a better future for their children. When the old have passed on their usefulness and are
resting in peace. Hear what the bigger world, the world bigger than man or the world that
man did not make.
Hear what it has to say, “Natural phenomena, picture talks, the sky view, the clouds, the
night view, the returning day, the positions of moon, the moon, the position of sun, the sun.
the lower position of moon, the higher position of the sun, picture view talks. The sun rising to
the higher position is defended on more than one account. Firstly, the sun puts light on
matters not seen in the dark, and again the sun fires up production.
When the sun is shining on a garden and the sunlight is bright and hot the production of
beans is much greater. Not only beans but other crops as well. The sun lifts the human spirit
and then the sun sets for a well-deserved rest. What is the picture talk? It is rest. The sun rests
upon his labor. The sun has labored from dawn to sunset, and it has fed not only the mouths,
but it is fed also the spirit and the sun takes his rest. Fed the body and the spirit and it takes
this rest. Well-deserved rest I repeat because all day, all the daylight time it was laboring.
This is speaking of the sun with voice of the poet the voice of the philosopher or with the
voice of the singer, who speaks of the sun rolling around in heaven all alone. Yes, rolling
around in heaven, but that sun doesn't really roll around in heaven for foolishness. It comes
up and makes the ark, half the circle going up and going down, back down to rest, but to
go uphill is not easy, and to roll down hill is too fast is dangerous. So the sun has a great
message, it goes up and then it goes down. It seems to be rising slowly and it seems to set
fast.
Once it gets close to the earth it seems just to set fast. Well, that's the time you can speed up
a little bit when the fall is not too long. But it goes down slowly when it gets near the earth it
quickly goes to its rest. There is great guidance that the world itself, the natural world or the
world of natural phenomena imparts to the curious and thinking person, who's thinking not
on himself, thinking not on the glory of man, but thinking on the wonders of creation. That
kind of thinking produced what is called philosophers, it produces what is called seers, it
even produces what is called prophets.
In scriptures is we have prophets saying, that they studied G-d's handiwork. I'm using the
exact word in Scripture that they use, handiwork. It means the work that they thought that Gd's controls brought about and they said that, that work itself brought them to believe in G-d.
To believe that this couldn't have happened in such a marvelous way to speak to human
souls, mind, and spirit and make a human mind and the human life so resourceful and so
productive.
They said that this couldn't happen without their being an intelligence bigger than man
bringing it about. That’s the thinking, I repeat of the philosophers from whom this world got

science. The sciences and that's the speaking of prophets who brought the great religions to
earth for us. Now, we want to have a peaceful life, we want to have happiness, we want to
have comforts. Don’t rest on foolishness.
When I say rest I mean find relief. Not just go to bed at night from a day's work or from a
day's activities. I'm talking about resting your energies, resting your efforts. That the message
that we get from the sunrise and the sun setting. Yes resting your energies, resting your efforts.
We want to rest our energy, we want to rest our efforts. We go to fun, that's okay. We go to a
party, that's okay. We go to a gathering a social gathering, all of that's okay. But don't go to
something that's going to bring your good life down. If the party appeals to your indecency
that will bring your good life down, if it appeals to your ignorance that will bring life down, if it
appeals to your wildness that will bring life down.
So, if find relief, yes as a sun takes relief in the darkness after it worked all the time in the light,
all the daylong in the light. It takes relief in the darkness, it rests to rejuvenate itself, so it
comes back up again strong to face the long day of work again and that's what we should
do. We should rest upon our labor.
A man gets more satisfaction, a woman too, but I'm speaking to a man right now. A man
gets more satisfaction resting upon his labor than he gets from any other kind of rest. When
he had worked and he looks at his work and he knows he has progressed his work he knows
he have made an achievement, he have made and accomplished things that he had in his
heart and mind to do.
When he looks at it after he finished his labor, that's the best rest that he will ever get, he
cannot get any rest better than that. That makes it possible for him to sleep through the
night. These people who think that rest is just on plays, fun, having a ball, they sometimes
can't rest at night.
In New York, they call New York the city that never sleeps. And you find in New York at any
time of the night people out on the streets especially youngsters out on the streets. Why?
Because they can't rest at night, so they stay up all night and sleep in the day. They’re called
night people. That’s what they call them night people.
They’re out in the streets all night, when day come they go home to rest, to sleep. This is a
reversal of their original nature. Every living thing except maybe a few weirdos among the
jungle creatures, they have their weirdos in our life. They become weirdos, weird, weirdos in
our life.
[laughter]
It’s okay if he's out there in the jungle as a snake or out there in the jungle as a bat that's
blind in the daytime, or as a cat hunting, a lion hunting or a night creature. They're okay out
there, but if you become that kind of creature and don't know how to place that scene you
become very weird.
Yes. But if you see the darkness and the jungle as the confusion of life that permits no light of
understanding then you can become a night hunter, hunting through the confusion of the
world, to make it through the night, to see another day. This world is too big for man and the
best work that man has done is the work that he has done reading creation, reading natural

phenomena and then extracting from natural phenomenon the knowledge, the message,
the science for building his world.
(Editor’s note: This is the first of five parts to this presentation. We will print part two of five in the March
2021 newsletter, insha’Allah.)

A Moment in Black History - The Legacy of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad
By Imam Ivan G. Nassar
"Yes, today the Muslims are in all the major cities of America, and if you look around in the
smaller cities, you will find us there also. Just walk around saying, 'As-salaamu alaikum'
(peace be with you), and soon someone will reply, 'Wa-alaikum assalaam' (and upon you
be peace)." — Elijah Muhammad's Atlanta speech, 1961
When Elijah Muhammad spoke these words, there was hardly a black family in America
that did not have a near relative or know someone who identified with the religion of AlIslam. These facts remain true today. Experts agree that Al-Islam is the fastest growing religion
among African Americans. "It's an American phenomenon," says Yvonne Haddad, a
professor of history of Islam and Christian and Muslim relations at Georgetown University.
"Starting from the ghettoes of the north, it is a response to racism; it is the religion of
liberation."
The professor's points are valid; however, the professor fails to cite the genetic bond and
historical connection that made Al-Islam a legitimate choice for many African
Americans. West Africa is the progenitor of African American history. Legendary Arab
historians and eminent African scholars have documented the dignity and grandeur of
Ghana's royal Islamic empire, which served as the ancestral model for the Islamic empires of
Mali, Songhay, and Kanem Bornu. According to the Arab historian and writer, al-Umari, the
fame of West African Emperor Mansa Kankan Musa of Mali spread from Sudan, North Africa,
and up to Europe.
The Nation of Islam's philosophy is attributed to the mystic teacher Fard Muhammad, who
appeared in Detroit, Michigan, in July 1930. Before his mysterious disappearance in 1934, he
appointed his prize pupil Elijah Muhammad to lead the Nation of Islam. Thus, began the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad's legacy. He would become one of the most feared and
respected black men in American.
Mr. Muhammad taught and emphasized morality concerning oneself and others. He also
introduced a hypothesis of separation from the white race, believing that blacks should
have their state or territory. The Nation of Islam newspaper's first publication bore the title
"Some of this Earth to Call Our Own."
Whereby homes, schools, and churches failed the people of African descent, leaving
thousands of them languishing under the imposition of social disparities, many African
Americans viewed Elijah Muhammad and the Nation of Islam as their saving grace. People
who were once considered thugs, prostitutes, and dope addicts converted to Al-Islam by
the thousands. The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson once said about Elijah Muhammad, "He took dope
out of veins and put hope in our brains."
Mr. Muhammad won an important convert when Malcolm X (also known as El-Hajj Malik
el-Shabazz) joined the faith in a prison cell. Malcolm became a public figure and spokesman
for the Nation of Islam during the 1960s. With Elijah Muhammad and Malcolm X's leadership,
the Nation of Islam became a movement to be reckoned with. A year before his death in
1964, Malcolm separated himself from Elijah Muhammad and its black supremacy teachings.

Other important converts of Elijah Muhammad include Louis Farrakhan and boxing
legend Muhammad Ali (formerly Cassius Clay). Minister Farrakhan (Louis X) took over the
official spokesperson's role for the Nation of Islam.
Mr. Muhammad died of congestive heart failure at seventy-seven on February 25, 1975.
Twenty thousand mourners attended his funeral rites as Muslims mourned their leader's loss.
Imam W. D. Mohammed, the fifth son of Elijah Muhammad, became the movement's
undisputed leader. Dr. Sulayman S. Nyang, professor and chairman of the African Study
Department at Howard University, called him 'the Transformer in Chief.' He wrote, "Wallace
shepherded the Nation of Islam into the fold of Sunni Islam."
As the new leader moved closer to the beliefs and practices of Al-Islam as experienced in
most of the Muslim world, the movement split, and Minister Louis Farrakhan became the
leader for those who wanted to continue the unorthodox practice established by the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad.
Mr. Muhammad had a significant role in the shaping of African American history. He
spearheaded the fame of Malcolm X, Louis Farrakhan, and Imam Mohammed and helped
shape the character of boxing champ Muhammad Ali. All of them are products of his
legacy.
This article was submitted as a part of the "Expressions of the African American Muslim Experience." Published
March 19, 2013. Imam Ivan G. Nassar is a Cleveland based Islamic freelance writer. His research covers Islamic
history, culture, and civilization. He has written other articles in the following publications: The Cleveland Plain
Dealer, The Muslim Journal, The Muslim Observer, The Sacred Journey, The Akron Reporters, The Cleveland
Monitor, The Cleveland Call and Post, letters to the editor in Al Jumuah Magazine, and Islamicity.com. He has
also contributed a chapter to a book titled ' Illuminations' [Expressions of Personal Spiritual Experience] and has
contributed a chapter to a book titled 'Cleveland Stories' published by Kent State University

January 15, 2021
The Honorable Congresswoman Marcia Fudge
Eleventh District of Ohio
4834 Richmond Road, Suite 150
Warrensville Heights, OH 44128
Dear Congresswoman Fudge,
Congratulations on your nomination by President-Elect Joseph Biden for the
prestigious position of Secretary of Housing and Urban Development. We take
pride in your nomination and know that you will be as outstanding in that
position as you were as our representative to Congress.
You will always have the community's support here at Masjid Bilal of
Cleveland and an open invitation to speak and to meet here whenever
needed or desired.
Our prayers are with you and the Biden administration. May Allah continue
to bless the United States of America.
Respectfully,

Shafeeq Sabir,
Senior Imam

Address: 7401 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44103

Phone: (216) 391-8899

Website: www.masjidbilalofcleveland.org

Email: masjidbilalofcleveland@gmail.com

First Responders and Essential Workers Appreciation Day
Friday, December 18, 2020

Masjid Bilal of Cleveland members Gwen Hinton, Alan Seifullah, Hasan
Abdul Alim, are pictured here with Monica Homema, and Rochelle
Bloodworth of Candlewood Nursing Home and Rehabilitation Center in East
Cleveland. MB of C provided two deli trays for the Candlewood employees.
Masjid Bilal of Cleveland, 7401 Euclid Ave., provides for the community
during the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, they offered 40 dinners to
seniors, veterans, and people in need.
MB of C sent good well-wishing cards to the following hospitals:
St. Vincent Charity Hospital,
MetroHealth Medical Center,
University Hospital,
Cleveland Clinic,
and Louis Stokes V.A. Hospital.
We had a video call with the Cleveland Police, EMS, and Fire department
expressing our appreciation for their services.
Rumi's Market and Deli located at 8225 Carnegie Ave. donated food for
these events.
(East Side Daily News, Vol. 41, No 48, Photo Omar Quadir)

With Allah’s Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

List of Significant Dates for 2021 (Hijri 1442 - 1443)
(Some Dates are Approximations)
February 13 Start of Rajab
February 20 Savior’s Day
March 14 Start of Sha’ban
April 4 Daylight Saving Time starts
April 13 Start of Ramadan
May 9 Laylat al-Qadr
May 13 Eid ul-Fitr
May 14 Start of Shawwal
June 11 Start of Dhul-Qa’dah
June 19 Juneteenth
July 4 Patriotism Day
July 11 Start of Dhul-Hijjah
July 19 Arafa (Hajj)
July 20 Eid ul-Adha
August 10 Start of Muharram - Islamic New Year
August 19 Fasting ‘Ashura
September 8 Start of Safar
October 8 Start of Rabi’ al-Awwal
October 19 Mawlid (Birth) of the Prophet
November 6 Start of Rabi’ath-Thani
November 7 Daylight Savings Time ends
December 6 Start of Jumada al-Ula

With Allah’s Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

MASJID BILAL OF CLEVELAND MEALS ON WHEELS
As-Salaam Alaikum,
Masjid Bilal of Cleveland will be having its monthly
Free Meals on Wheels Hot Meal Delivery Service on
Saturday, February 27, 2021, starting at 2 pm.
If you would like to volunteer or know someone that
lives alone like
a senior,
a veteran,
or someone you want to have a meal delivered
along with a Muslim Journal, please contact us at
(216)391-8899 or masjidbilalofcleveland@gmail.com
We prepare dinner orders while food is available.
We appreciate donations, but they are not required.
As-Salaam Alaikum,
MB of C Dawah (Invitation) Committee

Is a
proud
supporter
of the
Subscribe to and Read the Muslim Journal or

Go to HTTP://MUSLIMJOURNAL.NET for Online Subscription Rates

This newsletter is distributed by:
Masjid Bilal of Cleveland
7401 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44103-4815
http://MasjidBilalofCleveland.Org
masjidbilalofcleveland@gmail.com
Facebook: Masjid Bilal of Cleveland
(216) 391-8899
A Dua Prayer Recommended by Imam W. Deen Mohammed
13B

“Oh Allah (SWT), I cannot manage this life without you.
14B

Please make of my life what You want it to be.
15B

16B

17B

What You prefer it to be.

Do not allow me to act on my own.

Help me to act only in obedience to You, Allah (SWT).
18B

19B

We hear and we obey.

Forgive us, we are asking your Forgiveness.”

AFRICAN AMERICANS MUST
HAVE MORAL LEADERSHIP

We must unite to stop crime,
prostitution, drugs, liquor, and
neglect. Lack of economic
development, etc. has taken its toll
on our community, wasting lives,
money and destroying many good
families. We feel that more attention
should be given to these serious
problems.
Many leaders get our ear because
they have big audiences, but they are
not addressing our problems. We
support leadership that is addressing
these problems.
We must strive to bring truth, sincerity,
and trust back into our lives. WE
BELIEVE HONESTY IS STILL THE BEST
POLICY.
Our community is at the mercy of
nearly every ethnic group. Most of the
businesses in our community are
owned by outsiders. We need to
establish our own economy. LET’S
PROMOTE OUR ECONOMIC DIGNITY.
Narcotic sales, stolen goods,
extortion, and other forms of illegal
income has become far too
important in our economy. WE MUST
STRIVE FOR ECONOMIC DIGNITY
THROUGH LAWFUL EMPLOYMENT.
These problems will be addressed on
a weekly basis every Friday and
Sunday at Noon

This is a Wholesome Business Connection so Put an Ad on this Page!!
Ads are free for one time but reoccurring ads cost $5.00 a month, paid six months in advance

This could be YOUR AD
Amazing advertisement
Dynamic commentary on Islamic Values
Heartwarming story about your Muslim family or
Member of our community
 Wonderful idea on how to improve our masjid
HELP YOURSELF!!……..by submitting your entry to
the Secretary’s Office before the Fourth Sunday of
the month, for publication the next month.
Reoccurring ads are $10.00 a month, paid six
months in advance. One time entries are FREE.
See the Secretary for more information.




**********************************************

As‐Salaam‐Alaikum: For those that use social media like Facebook, Twitter, etc
and share their information freely, these sites are paid billions in advertising
revenue. IQKONNECT pays those advertising dollars to the Brand Partners who
position themselves to get paid for sharing and connecting. There is a video that can
be sent to you so you can see how it works. For more information please contact Ms.
Ellen Brown‐Rahman at 216‐832‐8790 or email her at EBR@Ameritech.Net

******************************************************

SHOP WITH MUSLIMS!!

This is a Wholesome Business Connection so Put an Ad on this Page!!
Ads are free for one time but reoccurring ads cost $5.00 a month, paid six months in advance

All-Tech Communications, LLC
Rob Hatcher
Do you know someone who can use:
 Credit Restoration?
 Credit Attorney, Will, Living Trust, Healthcare & Financial
Powers of Attorney?
 Lifelock?
 Term Life Insurance?
Visit this web site to watch free videos:
www.protectionthatpays.com
For more information call (216) 759-1716
Email address: alltechcomm@yahoo.com
or go to www.myfes.net/rhatcher.
**************************************************

SHOP WITH MUSLIMS!!

